ABSTRACT. Following the work of Kohn, we give a sufficient condition for subellipticity of the d-Neumann problem for not necessarily pseudoconvex domains. We define a sequence of ideals of germs and show that if 1 is in any of them, then there is a subelliptic estimate.
Introduction.
The solution of the 3-Neumann problem has many important applications in the theory of several complex variables, particularly in the study of boundary regularity of the 3-problem. (For a detailed discussion of the d-Neumann problem, we refer the reader to [4] .) The <9-Neumann problem in strongly pseudoconvex domains was solved by Kohn [6] , and the technique there showed that the existence of a subelliptic estimate will give the solution. In the past twenty years a great deal of work has been done on subelliptic estimates in weakly pseudoconvex domains. Not much is known in the case when the domain is not necessarily pseudoconvex except the results of Derridj [3] and Hormander [5] . We study here subellipticity on domains which are not necessarily pseudoconvex where the Levi-form degenerates.
We first deal with the sufficient condition. Hormander [5] proved the necessary and sufficient conditions for \ estimate on nonpseudoconvex domains. The condition is simply counting the number of positive or negative eigenvalues of the Levi-form. On weakly pseudoconvex domains Kohn [7] gave a sufficient condition for subellipticity by introducing a sequence of ideals of subelliptic multipliers. We use Kohn's idea to define a sequence of ideals of subelliptic multipliers when the domain is nonpseudoconvex.
The Levi-form of the domain must satisfy some conditions in order that we have a basic estimate. This has to do with the positiveness of the eigenvalue of the Levi-form, which corresponds to the result of Hormander. We use this result to prove that in the case of n -1 forms if there is a vector field whose Levi-form is nonnegative and of finite type, then there is a subelliptic estimate. We also deal with the case when the Levi-form is diagonalisable, giving conditions for subellipticity which requires some 'finite type' condition.
For necessary conditions we give another proof to a theorem of Derridj [3] , that if the Levi-form is nondegenerate, then there is a subelliptic estimate if and only if the \ estimate holds. Catlin [1] proved, in weakly pseudoconvex domains, that if there is an (n -l)-dimensional variety with order of contact t] with the boundary, and a subelliptic estimate of order e holds, then e < 1/n. In nonpseudoconvex domains we prove that in some special domains it turns out that the negative direction of the Levi-form has no contribution to the order of subellipticity for n -1 forms, as shown by Proposition 3.2. We also get a condition e < 1/n in the other direction.
Terminology and notation. Let fi be a domain in Cn and let bfi denote the boundary of fi. We call r a defining function for fi if r is a C°° real-valued function such that dr ^ 0 on bfi, r < 0 in fi, and r > 0 outside fi.
Let Tx'° and T®'x denote the holomorphic and antiholomorphic vectors at x, respectively.
We denote by A™ the space of (p, q) forms on fi which are smooth up to and including the boundary. In terms of z\,..., zn we can write <j> G Ap'q as <A = ^fiijdzj Adzj, where <f> € A™ and w £ Avx'q~x. We later give a simpler expression for Dp'q for some special coordinates.
The quadratic form Q on Dp'q is defined by Qf>,V0 = (8<l>,dij>) + @*<l>,d*rl>) for <f>,ij) e Dp<q.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let x G bfi. Denote by CTx(bfi) the space of complex-valued vectors tangential to bfi, i.e., T G CT^bfi) if T(r) = 0. DEFINITION 1.1. The Levi-form at x is the Hermitian form on the (n -1)-dimensional space CTx(bfi) C\TX'°.
Lx{Ll,L2) = (ddr,Lx A L2)x.
We call fi pseudoconvex if Lx is nonnegative for all x G bfi. For all xq g bfi there exists a neighbourhood U of xq such that we can choose C°° vector fields Lx,..., Ln, with values in T1'0, which form an orthonormal basis fori"-0 at each xG U nU.
Let wi,... ,uin be the dual basis to L\,... ,Ln of (1,0) forms on t/Tlfi. Moreover, we may fix r so that |6V|X = 1 in a neighbourhood of bfi, and we may choose wn = dr. _ Denote the conjugates of Lx,... ,Ln by Lx,... ,Ln, i.e., Li(f) = Lz(f), and the conjugates of uix,..., ujn by ujx,..., Un.
On U fl bfi we have Lj(r) = Lj(r) = 8jn. where /, J, w/, wj are the same as before. In this coordinate <p G Dp'q is equivalent to the condition (1.2) ipu(x) =0 for x G bfi whenever n€ J.
Define D™ = {>p G Dp>q: supp(<p) C {/ nil}.
We can also express df and d <p in terms of these bases.
( We call a system tX:... ,t2n-i of real C°° coordinates r boundary coordinates if r is the defining function for fi.
For U G Cq°(U fl fi) we define the tangential fourier transform u of u as follows:
u(r,r) = / e-ttTu(t,r)dt,
where r = fa,. ..,T2"_i),r. = (*i,...,*2n-i)- for all tp G Dtf. The norm ||MH£2 = E'u \\\<Pij\\\1 DEFINITION 1.3 . If x0 G fi, / G C°°(U n fi) for some neighbourhood (7 of xq.
We say that / is a subelliptic multiplier at xr, if for some e, C > 0 we have |||M|2<t7(Q(^) + |M|2)
for all tp G D™.
The set of all subelliptic multipliers of (p, q) forms is denoted by S(xq), where it is understood that we are working on (p, q) forms.
REMARK. It is clear that a subelliptic estimate holds at xq for (p,q) forms if and only if a subelliptic estimate holds at xq for (0, q) forms.
Sufficient conditions
for subellipticity. In this section we follow Kohn's idea to define a sequence of ideals of subelliptic multipliers in nonpseudoconvex domains.
Kohn's proof [7] , to a large extent, only uses the property of some (n -q) x (n -q) minor of the Levi-form in the case of (p, q) forms. Hormander's result says that n -q positive eigenvalues at a point imply a ^ estimate. In view of these two facts it is natural to guess that, without the assumption of pseudoconvexity, if some (n -q) x (n -q) minor of the Levi-form is positive semidefinite, we can define ideals similar to that of Kohn, and if 1 is in one of these ideals, then there is a subelliptic estimate for (p, q) forms. It turns out to be true for (p,n -1) forms. When q < n -2 we prove a similar result under more complicated assumptions. Much of the technique in the proof here follows Kohn [7] .
First we introduce the following notation. Let C be an (n -1) x (n -1) matrix defined in a neighbourhood U of xq, and let k be an integer. We associate two matrices A^ and B^ to this matrix, each of which is a (n -T)\/q\(n -l -q)\x(n-l)\/q\(n -1 -q)\ matrix defined in the same neighbourhood U of xq. We denote entries of the matrices A^ and B^ by AjJ and B\ J, respectively, where I, J are strictly increasing sequences of positive integers of length q taking values from 1 to n -1. We can now state the main theorem in this section.
THEOREM 2.1. Let fl be a domain in C" with C°° boundary, xq G bfi, and Lx,..., Ln a C°° basis for Tx'° so that Lx,..., Ln-X are tangential on bfi. Assume there exists a neighbourhood U of xq such that:
(1) for some k > n -q the matrix A^ associated to the marix of the Levi-form is positive semidefinite in U;
(2) for all e> 0 there exists C > 0 (C depends on S° but not on cf>) such that {D4>j,S°qjj) < £Qi<t>, <t>) + C\\4>\\2 for all 4> G D™, where I, J are q-tuples and each contains at least q -2 elements in common, and D G {Lfc+i,..., Ln-X}, S° is a tangential pseudodifferential operator of order zero. If 1 G Im(xo) for some m, there is a subelliptic estimate for (p,q) forms at xq.
The above theorem corresponds to the case in which the Levi-form has n -q positive eigenvalues in the e -^ estimate.
Corresponding to the q + 1 negative eigenvalues we have the following theorem dual to Theorem 2.1. THEOREM 2.2. Let fi be a domain in C" with C°° boundary, xq G bfi, and L\,...,Ln a C°° basis for Tx'° so that Lx,..., Ln-X are tangential on bfi. Assume there exists a neighbourhood U of xq such that:
(1) for some k>q+l the matrix B^ associated to the matrix of the Levi-form is positive semidefinite in U; (2) same as Theorem 2.1(2). If 1 < Jmixo) for some m, there is a subelliptic estimate for (p,q) forms at xoBefore proving Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we give a few lemmas. We refer the reader to [7] for the proofs of these lemmas. LEMMA 2.3. If f G S(x0) and g G C7°°(x0) with the property \g\n < \f\ for some integer n in a neighbourhood of xq, then g G S'(xo). with 0 < C < 1; fl^O) = 0(11X011 II0H + H0II2).
Integrate by parts for the terms ||.L,0,/||2 where j < k or j -n in the above expression. For j < k we use Lemma 2.5. for all ^ G £#9.
Before proceeding, we make an observation. For all those J containing n we have Uj\\l<C(Q(a,,<t>) + \\<t>\\2).
To complete the proof of the theorem we need the following four facts. In view of the definition of 7m, 1 G 7m means there exists some (du) such that det(d/j)(xo) 7^ 0, where (du) consists of rows of A^ or rows (mj) where mj is of the form (2.6). Therefore (2.7) proves the theorem. It remains to prove (2.4)-(2.7). For the proof of (2.4) we refer to [7] . PROOF OF (2.5). We show that for some C > 0,
We have E £4fc> 2 =Efe^,A2A-^A^\ The second term in the above expression is bounded by CiQiq>,a>) + \\4>\\2) by (2.3), and
Using (2.3) once more, we see that the first term is bounded by C(Q(qb, <75)-r-||<75||2). It remains to estimate the second term.
By writing uj = Yk A{^jS°c4>k, where c G C §°(U'), U C U', and c = 1 on U, we obtain /bn £ (E 4?*,) (ea%>+k) dS = /bn £ tfUto ds. where, in the second line, we used Lemma 2.4 and the fact that if P, P' are pseudodifferential operators of order s, t, respectively, then [P, P'\ is a pseudodifferential operator of order s + t -1. In the fifth line we used (2.3). For the second term,
Finally, we may assume that n £ I and, hence, where the fj are linear combinations of (n -1) products of the djj. Hence,
by assumption. REMARK 1. This theorem provides a way to compute some ideals and conclude the subellipticity if, after a finite number of computations, we get 1 in one of these increasing ideals if the Levi-form satisfied the required conditions. REMARK 2. In Theorem 2.1 we require k > n -q. It seems from the proof that there is no restriction on k. Actually, if k < n -q it is impossible for 1 G \Jm ImThis is because the term A\j , where I = (n -q,... ,n -1), is identically equal to zero. Hence, the determinant of the positive semidefinite matrix is zero throughout a neighbourhood.
Thus, the ideals could not generate any function which is not zero on the boundary.
When fc = n -q, A^ > 0 implies that the submatrix (cjj)jj=i)...]n_g of the Levi-form is positive semidefinite. If only some (n-q)x(n-q) minor of Levi-form is positive semidefinite, it is not sufficient to conclude that the corresponding A^ > 0.
REMARK 3. The assumption that some choice of Lx,...,Ln and fc gives a positive semidefinite matrix A*-k' depends very much on the choice of Lx,..., Ln, as we can see from the following easy example.
Let r = Re^3 + \zx\2 -\z2\2, where we are working on (0, 2) forms. Let
We get A^ > 0 by choosing fc = 1. Actually, 1 G \JIm-If we transform coordinates by setting wx = zx + z2, w2 = zx -z2, w3 = z3, Suppose L is a C°° vector field tangential on bfi such that:
(1) The Levi-form of L is nonnegative in a neighbourhood Untt of xq.
(2) L is of finite type at xq (i.e., there exists a polynomial p such that (P(L,L)(ddr,LL))(xo)^0).
Then a subelliptic estimate holds for (p,n -1) forms at xq.
PROOF. We use assumption (1) to verify conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1. Let Lx,..., Ln be a C°° basis for T1,0 on fi, L\,..., Ln-i tangential and Lx = L.
To show condition (1) we set fc = 1. Then A^ is a singleton matrix (en), and en > 0 by our assumption.
To show condition (2) we once again expand Q(qb,cb). We may write
where i means i is omitted. There is no boundary term because for i ^ j, n G i or j. Here, We want to show |i?(0)| < eF(q>) + C7||0||2, which in turn establishes condition (2) of Theorem 2.1.
We separate the estimation of (Lfc0j, fijk<t>j) mt° three cases. We may assume k < n-1. Iffc = n the expression can be dealt with similarly to one of the following expressions: These are simplifications of (2.5) and (2.6), and this reduced form is easy to prove. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. We only sketch the proof since the technique is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 2.1.
First of all, for 0 G F>°'9, Q(0,0) = p0||2 + p*0||2 Statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied because of the above inequality, and finite type implies 1 G Jm. This proves the corollary.
We now prove a theorem in the case when the Levi-form is smoothly diagonalisable in a neighbourhood. This is a very restrictive case, but we can see how the method works here. THEOREM 2.5. Let fl be a domain in Cn with C°° boundary, and let Lx,... ,Ln be C°° vector fields as before. Let U be a neighbourhood of xq such that the Levi-form with respect to Lx,...,Ln is diagonal. We call the diagonal elements Xi(z),..., A"_i(z). Suppose Xx(z),..., Xn-q(z) > 0 in U and, for each j > n -1, X3(z) > 0 or < 0 in U. Furthermore, if for j = 1,... , n -q, there exist polynomials pj such that (pj(Lj, Lj)\j)(xo) ^ 0, then a subelliptic estimate holds for (p, q) forms at x0.
PROOF. We only sketch the proof here. First we calculate Q(q>, 0). Almost the same as before, Y, IIMJ2 + £ IIMJ2 + £/ xMA2ds
. ,n-q,n} n-q<j<n j<k <C7(C?(0,0) + ||0||2).
The terms \Lj4>j\ \4>k\ are all bounded by sQ(4>,0)+C||0||2, using the assumption that the Levi-form is diagonal and the A;'s are of the same sign in U.
If n G J then we have ||0j||2 < C(Q(qb, 0) + ||0||2). For each cbj where n £ J we claim there exists a j < n -q such that l||AJ0J|||2/2<c(g(0,0) + ||0||2).
To find such a j we notice that if J is a g-tuple not containing n, then {1,..., nq} fl J is nonempty. We pick a j G {1,..., n -q} fl J. We will not prove this because it is similar to the proof of (2.6), but we used the fact, by (2.11), ||Ij-0j||2<C(Q(0,0) + ||0||2) and HL^H2 = HZ^H2 + f X3\4>j\2 + R(4>) < C(Q(4>,0) + ||0||2).
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Finally, using the above two facts, it is easily seen that for all polynomials p, |||(p(Lj,I,)Aj)0t|||2<C7(Q(0,0) + ||0||2), where s depends on the degree of p. By assumption there exist p^'s such that PjiLj, Lj)Xj)(xo) ^ 0. Hence, for each J, |||0j|||2<t7(Q(0,0) + ||0||2) for some e.
Taking the smallest e for all J's, we get |||0|||2<C7(Q(0,0) + ||0||2).
This completes the proof. There are still many problems in proving the existence of subelliptic estimates in nonpseudoconvex domains. It seems difficult to find a nice general way of defining ideals so that it can apply to all domains. Rather, we know a way to tackle the problem. The difficulty mainly lies in finding a way of expressing Q(0,0) so that we have a good estimate to work with.
In the case q = n -1 it is still not known whether a subelliptic estimate holds at xo -0 in domains such as Moreover, there should be some geometrical meaning to the ideals we have defined similar to those in pseudoconvex domains. We guess that they measure the "order of contact" (in a suitable sense) of (n -^-dimensional varieties with the boundary in the nonnegative direction.
3. Necessary conditions for subellipticity.
In this section we first use an explicit sequence of forms to give another proof of a theorem by Derridj [3] . Then we use a similar sequence to prove a proposition to show that the method may be very useful in studying the necessary conditions for subellipticity in many nonpseudoconvex domains. Finally, we remark on a theorem of Catlin [1] , showing that if there is an (n -1)-dimensional manifold lying on the boundary, then the solution to the <9-Neumann problem is not hypoelliptic. THEOREM 3.1. Let fi be a domain in Cn with C°° boundary. If the Levi-form is nondegenerate at xq G bfi, then a subelliptic estimate holds for (p, q) forms at xr, if and only if the Levi-form has at least n -q positive eigenvalues or at least q + 1 negative eigenvalues.
PROOF. This is a theorem of Derridj [3] , but we use another method to prove it.
We need to show that if the Levi-form has n -q -1 positive eigenvalues and q negative eigenvalues at xo, then there is no subelliptic estimate at xo for (0,q) forms.
We prove this by contradiction.
Assuming the subelliptic estimate of order e holds at xo = 0, we construct a sequence um of (0, q) forms. By comparing both sides of the inequality |||um|||2 < C(Qium,um) + ||wm||2), we conclude that e < 0. 
Integrating both sides of (3.1) with respect to Xi,yiS, we get ll^iWm||2 < sum °f three terms.
We calculate the first term, calling it 7.
I = L (*»-EI*7-iM)'+1 r»+~Zl{1 + dTn) W*>-**.)la<fe*.
We notice that rZi = -Z{ + Piiz), where p%(z) = 0(\zn\ + \z\2), so rZi +1,(1 + dX/dzn) = 0(\zn\ + \z\2).
Using the implicit function theorem, we see that Using the same argument, we can compute the integral of the last two terms on the right side of (3.1). The integral of the second term is bounded by const m2p~™-2; the last, by const m2p_"_1. Hence, IIL^mll2 < Cm2p~n-X, i=l,...,q.
For j = q + l, ...,n-1, ■j __ dum __ dum LjUm-r**dzn rz«~&z=
Just as in the computation of ||LiWm||2, we get ll^Wmll2 < constm2p~"-x, j = q+ l,...,n-1.
||£nWm||2 and ||wm||2 are also bounded by constm2p~n~x with the same argument. Hence, Q(um,um) + \\um\\2<Cm2p-n~x.
We proceed to compute |||um|||2. We use new coordinates (xi,... ,xn-i»yi, ...,yn, r), where r is the defining function for fi. Let (£i,..., £2n-i) be the Fourier transform variable dual to (xi,..., yn).
\\\Um\\\2= f(i + \t:\2y f-,---
•e-l«2"-iy"0(x")0(y")dy"
•|0(xi) ■ --cj)(yn-i)\2dcldrdx'dy', where we used Plancherel's theorem on £i,..., £2n-2 in the second line. We use similar transformations as before, where: Comparing this with (3.2), using |||um|||2 < C(Q(um,um) + ||uTO||2), we get 2e + 2p -n -l<2p -n -1, which implies e < 0. This finishes the proof.
REMARK. In fact we can use this method to prove that in C°° domains
where Pi,p/s are positive even integers, there is no subelliptic estimate for (0,q) forms. We can also add a C°° function tp satisfying
H<o £ *?■■■<-, S\ ,...,sn where s2's satisfy some 'weight' condition to the defining function r to give the same conclusion. We can use a similar sequence of um 's to study the reason why in some domains subelliptic estimates higher than a certain order cannot hold when there is a manifold with some order of contact with the boundary. As an example we prove the following: C"--?-1 -> R is C°°, and \tp(z")\ < C\z"\^.
If a subelliptic estimate of order e holds at z = 0 for u G DjJn~x, then e < 1/n.
To prove Proposition 3.2 we need the following two lemmas. (1) p~x(V) is the union of submanifolds of M, intersecting at normal crossings, i.e., if xo is a point in the intersection of two submanifolds, then there exists a neighbourhood W of xo and a local coordinate iz\,..., zn) such that <p~x (V) C\W -{zeW: zx = 0 or z2 = 0}. In view of what we need, it suffices to find the integral of (3.2) on the set ntriz: \zpxzq2\<8).
By property (2) of the mapping tp, we know that, locally det^> = Fzxz2, where F is nonvanishing, and a, b are nonnegative integers. Hence, we have reduced the problem to estimating We can separate the above integral into several parts, taking in each part the minimum in the bracket to integrate. Since the integrand is of the form 8ar\, it is easy to see that the dominant term is 8a or r5a|logf5|, where a > 0, which means we have either
Cx8a<I<C28a
or C3f5a|logf)| < 7 < C4<S°| logf5|, Hence, dum C dtp 2_1_ r*«+1dzn -const_/ dzq+x |x"-EI/t|2-l/m + 2yn|2P+2
Note that \tp(z")\ < C\z"\v implies that, on compact sets, we have \dijj/dzq+x\ < const|z"|r'~1.
With change of variables only in xg+i,..., yn as follows, ii = mx/nXi, yl = mx/r>yi, i = q+ 1, ...,n-1, xn = mxn, yn = myn, we get
Integrate with respect to xn, which runs from -oo to (mJ2\fi\2-rm/jiz"/m1/i))/2, and also integrate yn from -oo to oo to get ' J (mEI/t|2+'l)2p~2^X^ ^y«^a dxi " 'dXq dyx'" dyq-
The above inequality is also true when Lq+X is replaced by L3, j = q+2,..., n-1. With similar calculations it is easy to see that ||inWm||2 < right side of (3.4) and ||um||2 < right side of (3.4). Also, ||Li<U2 < cm^(-+^ j (mE|/i|21 + 1)2p_2(0(x2) ■ ■ ■ 0(yg))2
+ right side of (3.4).
The main term on the right side of the above inequality is the second term, which we can see from later calculations.
Combining all these estimates, we get (3.5) Qium,um) + \\um\\2 < <7m2P-2+(-2«+2,+4)/" ' J (mEI/i|2 + l)2p~2^^^ ''' ^Vq^2 dXx'" dXq dyx" dVq'
To calculate |||um|||2 we use, as before, the coordinate (xx,... ,xn-X,yx,..., yn,r) and dual variable £ = (£i,..., £2n-i)- We already see that for a suitable choice of 0,
If we put g is nonvanishing on supp(0(xq+i)-.-0(y"_i)).
Using a further substitution Vn = 9yn, &n-l = (V9)6n-1,
where Jx integrates from -oo to -mK, J2 integrates from -mK to 0 for f, and K is suitably chosen. Taking m -> oo we get e < 1/n. REMARK. Using a similar argument we can also prove the following: Let fi be a domain in C™ with C°° boundary. If there exists an (n -1)-dimensional manifold with order of contact n, and a subelliptic estimate of order e holds, then e < 1/n.
The proof of the above is as follows. We may assume r = 2Rez" + 0(|2"||2'| + |2'|??).
Then with the same L;'s and wj's as before, we define um = 7--ry-^-0(m1/?7xi)0(m1/??xn_i)0(m1/7'yi)0(m1/,7yn-i)(I;i A • ■ • Awn_i.
(Zn \.jm)y
We get e < 1/n using the same argument as in Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.
Finally, we prove a result on nonpseudoconvex domains using Catlin's method [1] . We first give a definition. The construction of the form a here closely follows that of [1] , except that in this case we have an explicit construction of the holomorphic function / used in a.
We may assume that zq = (0,..., 0) and M is defined by M = {z: zn = 0}.
Assume further that dr/dxn\z=Q = 1. Define /(<r) = 1/zJ . We want to show that / is holomorphic in a neighbourhood U' of 0. We prove that in a neighbourhood of 0 there exists 8 such that iz', in) ^ fi for all z' = izi,..., Zn-i) and 0 < xn < 8.
Actually, on yn = 0, we have r = xn + 0(|xn| \z'\ + \xn\2).
There is no \z'\2 term because r vanishes on xn = 0. Now we choose C, 8 > 0 such that |0(|xn| \z'\ + \xn\2)\ < ||xn| when \z'\ < C, \xn\ < 8.
Therefore when \z'\ <C, 0 < xn < 6, we have r > \xn > 0, which implies that iz',xn) £ fi in this region and proves our assertion.
We now construct a family of (n -l)-dimensional manifolds M^ in fi such that Mfc approaches M. Mk -{z: zn = -1/fc}. Hence, | fw{gka, w) dV\ = Ckxl2, where C is independent of fc, so / (9kO!,w}dV -^oo Jw as fc -► oo. This contradicts (3.7) and finishes our proof.
